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In the last few years, the topic of

government enterprise in the Associa
tion of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) countries, once sadly neg
lected, has become the subject not
only of articles or monographs on par
ticular enterprise or countries, but
also of attempted comparisons. This
article considers six of these works;'
tries to assess their contributions, and
indicates selected major themes most
in need of further research.

*Professor of Political Science, University
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This article is dedicated to Abelardo G.
Samonte, percipient writer on government
enterprises, cheerful source of inspiration,
colleague, friend, and indomitable tennis
partner.

INguyen-Truong (ed.), The Role of Public
Enterprise in National Development in South
east Asia: Problems and Prospects (Singapore:
Regional Institute of Higher Education and
Development, 1976); Abu Sharaf H.K. Sadi
que (ed.), Public Enterprise ~n Asia: Studies
on Coordination and Control (Kuala Lumpur:
Asian Centre for Delopment Administration,
1976); Ker Sin Tze, Public Enterprise in
ASEAN: An Introductory Survey(Singapore:
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS)
1978); Chakrit Noranitipadungkarn (ed.),
The Role of the Public Enterprise in Devel
opment: Asia and Pacific Region (Manila:
EROPA. 1979); Prahlad Kumar Basu and
Alec Nove (eds.), Public Enterprise Policy on
Investment Pricing Returns (Kuala Lumpur:
Asian and Pacific Development Administra
tion Centre, 1979); Issara Suwanibol, "The
Politics of Public Enterprises in the Third
World: The ASEAN Case" (Ph.D. thesis,
Australian National University, Canberra,
1979).

The book edited by Nguyen-Truong
contains comprehensive accounts of
three countries, Malaysia, Singapore,
and Thailand. 'Each contribution fol
lows a similar format, dealing with:
evolutions, rationale, legal basis and
structures, evaluation of overall per
formance, finance and budgeting, re
sponsibilities of minister and general
manager, methods of control, and
problem areas. The Malaysian study
by R. Thillainathan has useful sections
on state and regional public enterprises.
Ow Chin Hock, on Singapore, concen
trates mainly on the intricate interrela
tions of the Singapore enterprises via
the holding company device. Veeravat
Karchanadul and Supachai Sirisuwana
kura provide miniature case studies
under most of the above headings by
looking at three particular enterprises,
the Provincial Electricity Authority,
the North East Jute Mill,and the Ware
house Organization. The deficiencies
in this otherwise admirable book are
that it covers only three of the five
countries and that there is no explicit
comparison of the three.

The Sadique-edited volume is fo
cused on only one theme, coordination
and control, although many of the
administrative and political problems
of government enterprise are subsumed
under this heading. There are two con
tributions on Malaysia, with the same
title, which complement rather than
duplicate each other, by Raja Moham
med Affandi bin Raja Halim and by
Mavis Puthucheary. Both are ex·
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cellent, as is the study on the Philip
pines by Gabriel U. Iglesias and Jere
mias A. Carolino.s The article on Indo
nesia by Sardjono also reaches a high
standard. The scope of the Asian
Center for Development Administra
tion (ACDA now APDAC) was ob
viously wider than ASEAN, so there
are also contributions on non-ASEAN
countries. There are also general ar
ticles on coordination by Lloyd D.
Musolf and by Abelardo G. Samonte,
the latter containing much useful
information on the Philippines. The
"Appendix" by the editor is a sum
mary as well as an indication of topics
for future study. Although this volume
on coordination is itself well-coor
dinated, for those interested in the
whole ASEAN scene it lacks informa
tion on Thailand and Singapore.

The Ker Sin Tze "Field Report"
lies, so to speak, at the other end of
the spectrum. It is indeed an "intro
ductory survey," containing fewer
than forty pages. Nevertheless, lacking
a close view of individual "trees," it
gives a good outline of the "woods,"
- or should it be the jungle? He
sketches the rationales put forward
for the creation and growth of public
enterprises in the five countries, the
fields in which growth has been great
est, the main types and structures, me
chanisms of coordination and control,
performance as judged by profits. Al
though short, the report is comprehen
sive, insofar as it deals with all five
ASEAN countries. 0 bviously, there

2In a slightly different form as published
in Gabriel U. Iglesias and Jeremias A. Caro
lino, Coordination of Public Enterprises: A
Country Paper (Manila: College of Public
Administration, University of the Philippines,
1976).

cannot be treatment in depth, but the
emphasis is correct, and in lieu of
lengthy descriptions, the author makes
broad and illuminating comparisons.

The compilation edited by Chakrit
Noranitipadungkarn is in one respect
the least satisfactory of the six, al
though there are some fine individual
pieces. On the ASEAN countries there
is a Philippine paper on personnel
management (Abelardo Subido), and
one on financing rural development
(Gabriel U. Iglesias). The Indonesian
contribution is on organization for
urban development in Jakarta (Soet
jiptoe Wirosardjono), while the Thai
and Malaysian ones are, respectively,
on electricity pricing (Veeravat Kar
chanadul) and income distribution
(V. Kanapathy). All these five papers
do indeed relate to important aspects
of public enterprise. However, the ar
ticles [as well as those on public enter
prise in other Eastern Regional Organ
ization for Public Administration
(EROPA) countries] are eclectic and
uncoordinated. The product is not a
book but rather a collection of pieces,
as the editor no doubt took into con
sideration in restricting his summary
to two and a half pages. All the indi
vidual contributions are worthy of
study, however, and provide material
for synthesis by others.

The Asia and Pacific Development
Administration Center (APDAC) vol
ume, edited by Basu and Nove, con
tains useful theoretical and conceptual
articles. Those by the editors are par
ticularly good, as the summing-up of
Basu which states very clearly the
problems of formulating guidelines,
particularly in the form of a target
"adjusted social rate of return." Of
the articles on the ASEAN countries,
Kanapathy (on Malaysia) goes into the
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greatest detail on pricing, rates of
return, performance and non-com
mercial objectives, while Astar Siregar
(on Indonesia) is brief but useful on
investment and pricing and returns
policy. Indonesia is also consid
ered, along with Bolivia, in a largely
theoretical contribution on perform
ance evaluation in the mining sector.
The paper on Singapore by Tan Chwee
Huat applies some general observations
on pricing and evaluation to a short
case study of the Housing and Devel
opment Board, an organization ex
tremely hard to evaluate in cost-benefit
terms. Kosit Panpiemras, on Thailand,
gives a good general treatment as well
as a case study on the electricity tariff
rate, a topic which, understandably,
seems to hold a special fascination
among Thai writers.

The lssara Suwanibol dissertation is
as yet unpublished, although it emi
nently merits publication. It is an ex
tremely full and insightful treatment
of the field, covering all five ASEAN
countries. He gives an account of the
growth, rationale, fonns and extent of
public enterprise in each country, as
well as of the role of politicians, the
military and civil servants on the
boards, and examines the methods of
control, the roles of general managers,
financial targets, profits, and many
other aspects. He tabulates numbers
of enterprises (including subsidiaries),
a far from routine piece ef research,
and analyzes the composition of boards
and their cross-membership. There are
also five case studies. Above all, he
relates the questions of creation,
growth, and control to the political
needs of those in power. He does not
go deeply into financial questions or
measurement of performance, as in
the more specialized Basu-Nove book.
Otherwise, however, the thesis is com-

1980

prehensive and testifies to the value of
the individual researcher as opposed to
the efforts of committees, conferences,
symposia, workshops, etc. which are
often plagued with defects which
transcend their qualities.

From the information provided by
these contributions and other sources,
what patterns and trends are evident
in the ASEAN countries, and what
criticisms and suggestions for improve
ment emerge? It is proposed to look
briefly at numbers and growth, the
forms taken by the enterprises, and
the relations and links with private
enterprise. The leading theme of con
trol will then be discussed and, relat
ed to this, the composition of the
boards and the qualifications of top
management. The final leading theme
considered comprises objectives and
the evaluation and measurement of
performance, as well as the question
of pricing.

A discussion on numbers and growth
and the rationales commonly given for
the creation and expansion of public
enterprises would occupy an entire
issue of this journal. Actual numbers,
if subsidiaries are included, are some
times unknown even to government
authorities in the country concerned.
If the numerous Indonesian local
enterprises are excluded, the absolute
numbers (and, a fortiori; the numbers
in proportion to population) are high
est in Singapore and Malaysia, which
also have the highest GNP per capita.s
During the last decade the rate of
increase has been highest in these two
countries and also in the Philippines.
In Singapore the rise has been asso-

3Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public Enter.
prises," p. 456.
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ciated with an emphasis on industry,
and especially on manufacturing, in
areas too sophisticated for local private
enterprise to enter with much prospect
of success. In Malaysia the thrust has
been similar, but it has been combined
with the New Economic Policy's aim
to increase the role of Malays in busi
ness. At the same time, unlike Singa
pore, the need to sustain the agricul
tural sector has remained a prime con
sideration, economically, and political
ly. In the Philippines the rapid growth
in the number of public enterprises,
notably in oil and steel, has occurred
since the imposition of martial law in
1972, and has reflected a variety of
economic nationalism as well as the
personal inclinations of the President. 4

In Indonesia and Thailand the numbers
have remained relatively static in the
1970s.

I have argued elsewhere.s as has
Issara Buwanibol," that the size of the
public enterprise sector in the ASEAN
countries cannot be explained by ideo
logical reasons, by genuine defense
considerations, or by the need to fill
gaps left open by private enterprise.
"Political" reasons, namely, a concern
for power or the desire for financial
benefits, are often influential. This is
most obvious as regards the Indone
sian military enterprises and the De
fense Ministry organizations in Thai
land for glass, battery, preserved food,
etc. but it also applies in various forms
in the other countries with the excep-

. 4Robert Stephen Milne, "The Politics of
Public Enterprise in the ASEAN Countries:
The 1970s and Beyond" (unpublished manu
script).

f>lbid.

6Ibid., pp. 89, 454, 468.

tion of Singapore. The EROPA vol
ume under review reveals the inade
quacy of conventional explanations
for the creation or continuance of
some public enterprises. In listing the
motives for their existence, the heading

."Basic Motives" has the subheadings:
Provision of Social Goods, Provision
of Merit Goods, Ownership of Natural
Monopolies, Prevention of Uncompet
itive Practices, Provision of External
Diseconomies (Liquor Distillery Organ
ization, Playing Card Factory). The
next two headings are "Economic
Growth Motives" and "Decontrol of
Private Enterprises Over Important
Sectors." For the last main heading,
"Other Motives," ingenuity was pro
gressively stretched. Under the sub
heading "Revenue" were the Thai
Tobacco Monopoloy and the Bureau
of Lottery. "Administrative Conven
ience" included Police Printing Press,
Savings Bank Printing Press, Banknotes
Printing Press, Sena Printing Press, and
Krung Thai Bank. Under "Historical"
were placed GlassOrganization, Textile
Organization, Tanning Organization,
Marble Plant Company Limited, Thai
Salt Company Limited, and Alum
Factory. The last, almost desperate,
category was "Incidental" including
Bang saen Hotel, Khao Yai Hotel and
Golf Course, and Bang Pra Golf
Course."

In general, the forms taken by pub
lic enterprise correspond to the three
broad categories of: government de
partment, public corporation, and
company, as in the Indonesian division
into Perjan, Perum, and Persero. On

7Noranitipadungkarn (ed.), The Role of
the Public Enterprise, Appendix E, pp. 325·
327.
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the whole, the company form'' is pre
ferred for manufacturing and commer
cial activities." It also has the advan
tage that it is the appropriate form for
joint ventures. To the extent that pub
lic enterprises seem to be used increas
ingly for manufacturing and commer
cial activities (attempting to follow
the broad pattern of Singapore's course
of development), and that the trend is
towards more joint ventures.l? the
company form may become more
increasingly usual in the future.l!

Territorially, all public enterprises
are national (as opposed to state, local,
etc.) in Thailand and, not surprisingly
in view of its small size, in Singapore.
In Malaysia there are state and regional
public enterprises, and the Philippines
has regional public enterprises, al
though some of these are "ghosts,"
existing only on paper. Indonesia has
a huge number of local (including city)
public enterprises, as well as military

8Sardjono. "Coordination of Public Enter
prises: Country Study for Indonesia," in A.S.
H.K. Sadique (ed.), Public Enterprise in
Asia, pp, 277-305. Companies may in turn,
as in Singapore, be divided into "state com
panies" and "semi-state companies," accord
ing to whether or not they are wholly-owned.

9 Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public Enter
prises," p. 106.

10/b id ., p. 471.

11 A peculiar category of public enterprise
is the "government-managed and operated
corporations" in the Philippines which refers
to a group of about 30 enterprises taken
over after the start of Martial Law, including
the Manila Electric Company (Meralco) and
the Philippine Long Distance Telephone
Company (PLDT). In fact after the take-over,
said to be for defense reasons, the day-to-day
mode of operation was hardly changed. For
a list, see Noranitipadungkarn (ed.), The Role
of the Public Enterprise, pp. 323-325.

IP80

ones which are dispersed over the
country.

Q

Although the books reviewed here
provide information about the reasons
and justifications givenfor the creation
of public enterprises, they say little
about the reactions of private enter
prise to their creation or to the rela
tions and links between public and
private. Public enterprise need not be
competitive with private, but, rather,
may provide some of the necessary
infrastructure.P However, in spite of
the five governments' profession that
public enterprise is not intended to
exclude private, but merely to fill in
the gaps in its activities, there are
instances in each country where public
enterprise is engaged in doing things
that could perfectly well be done by
the private sector.l" The most publi
cized examples are from Singapore
where the grievances of local (Chinese)
businessmen were voiced on several
occasions by the Federation of Chinese
Chambers of Commerce and In
dustry.14 The reason for this out
spokenness was partly that only in
Singapore did Chinese businessmen,

l~ehman Sobhan, "The Nature of the
State and its Implications for the Develop
ment of Public Enterprises in Asia," Jour
nal of Contemporary Asia, Vol. IX, No.4
(1979), pp. 410-433.

13Milne, "The Politics of Public Enter
prise. "

14Tze, Public Enterpise in A SEAN, pp.
30 and 35; Ow Chin Hock, "The Role of
Public Enterprise in National Development
in Singapore: Problems and Prospects," in
Nguyen-Truong, (ed.), The Role of Public
Enterprise, pp. 227 and 231. See also Lee
Sheng Yi, "Public Enterprise and Political
Development in Singapore," Malayan Econ
omic Review, Vol. XXI, No. 2 (October
1976), pp. 50-51.
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prominent in the economy of all five
ASEAN states, belong to the dominant

Dethnic group. In the other four coun
tries, government enterprise, even if
not deeply appreciated for its own
sake, may have won some support as
an indigenous countervailing force to
the business activities ofthe Chinese.P

. In Malaysia many government enter
prises are intended to help the Malays,
and there have been complaints from
the Chinese who feel that, even given
the premises of the New Economic Pol
icy,16 its implementation has taken
the form of the spread of government
enterprise into areas which should be
left to private business.17 There has
been a more cautious reaction in the
Philippines by local businessmen, whe
ther indigenous or Chinese, to the ex
tension of government enterprise after
martial law. However, in reading a
carefully-reasoned statement of the
need to explore ways of assisting pri
vate enterprise before resorting to
nationalization, signals of alarm and
distress are evident. 18

15See for instance, on Indonesia, John
James MacDougall, "The Technocratic Model
of Modernization: The Case of Indonesia's
New Order," Asian Survey, Vol. XVI, No.
12 (1976), pp. 1179-1180.

16Robert Stephen Milne and Diane K.
Mauzy, Politics and Government in Malaysia
(Singapore and Vancouver: Times Interna
tional and UBC Press, 1980), Chapter 10.

17V. Kanapathy, "Public Enterprise and
Income Distribution," in Noranitipadungkarn
(ed.), The Role of the Public Enterprise, p,
162; Malaysian Chinese Economic Confer
ence: Working Papers (Kuala Lumpur: Asso
ciated Chinese Chambers of Commerce and
Industry of Malaysia, 1978).

18Vicente R. Jayme, Speech delivered at
the Seminar of the Philippine Executive Acad
emy, Baguio City, December 1975.

In Thailand, opposition from busi
ness seems to be minimal. In some
cases, as in the manufacture of gunny
bags, the market is in effect shared
between public and private, under the
shelter of a tariff. It has also been
commented, by serious and qualified
observers, that government enterprise
is so inefficient that it does not con
stitute a serious threat to the private
sector.

The picture becomes more complex
when the role of foreign investors,
particularly Multinational Corpora
tions (MNCs) is considered. For Indo
nesia, a tidy division of activities has
been proposed which would make state
enterprises and local pribumi (indig
enous) businessmen complementary
rather than competitive. The former
would be engaged in "high technology"
enterprises, for which the latter lack
the necessary capital, and would draw
on links with MNCs for advancing
their technological know-how. The
latter would carry on secondary and
tertiary industries, which were small,
relatively inefficient and labor-inten
sive.19 But in reality it seems that
sometimes when pribumi businessmen
seek to obtain credit, they encounter
competition from state enterprises. 20

Also, according to one source, ". . .
what has been particularly galling to
the traditional asli (indigenous) mer
chant bourgeoisie since the mid-sixties
is that pribumi military men and
bureaucrats (including those in govern-

19Hassan Kartadjoemena, "State Enter
prises in Indonesia: Recent Issues and Future
Prospects," Southeast Asian Affairs 1976
(Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian
Studies, 1976), pp. 206·208.

20Far Eastern Economic Review (May 28,
1976), p. 72.
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ment enterprises) have formed alliances
with non-pribumi businessmen (and
sometimes foreign investors) in the
'bureaucratic-capitalist' enterprises. "21

In some of the ASEAN countries,
notably Singapore and Malaysia, the
activities of many public enterprises
cannot be understood, unless their
links with foreign enterprises are con
sidered as well.f 2 Such links need not
exemplify dependence or concessions.
Sometimes they may constitute "a
safeguard against excessive foreign
control and ownership." 23 Unfortu
nately the books under review have not
much to say about this increasingly
important aspect of the operations of
public enterprises.

The single term which has probably
done most to wreck correct concep
tualization of the proper role of public
enterprise is "autonomy." To say that
public enterprises are entitled to auton
omy makes sense only if the context
is comparative, if public enterprises

21Peter McCawley, Industrialization in
Indonesia: Problems and Prospects (Canber
ra: Australian National University, 1979), p.
72.

22lncluding the role of mixed enterprise,
particularly as regards its relations with the
government, Lloyd D. Musolf, Mixed Enter
prise: A Developmental Perspective (Lexing
ton: Heath, 1972), especially pp, 6-7. See
e.g., J. Panglaykim, Emerging Enterprises in
the Asia-Pacific Region (Jakarta: Centre
for Strategic and International Studies,
1979); Far Eastern Economic Review (June
23, 1979), pp, 23-30, (March 14, 1980), pp.
71-72 and (March 26, 1980), pp. 63-65; Lim
Joo-Jack et al., Foreign Investment in Singa
pore: Economic and Socio-Political Ramifi
cations (Singapore: Institute of Southeast
Asian Studies, 1977).

230 w Chin Hock in Nguyen-Truong (ed.),
The Role ofPublic Enterprise. p. 169.

1980

are regarded as being more autonomous
than government deparments. It fol
lows that the term "control" need not
be automatically replaced by the more
tactful word "coordination," auton
omy ought not to be so complete that
the need for some control is obviated.
Certainly, there is danger of too much
coordination or control 24 (or often
of too many controls, which is not
quite the same thing). There can also
be control of individual enterprise
without coordination. On the other
hand, in the Third World especially, it
is doubtful if there can be coordination
without some control.

To move from administrative struc
ture to administrative behavior, in
order for a climate of confidence and
trust to be built up there must be a
fair degree of operational autonomy. 26

On the other hand, it is equally true
that a condition for autonomy's not
being abused is the existence of a cli
mate of confidence and trust! So,
clearly, there is a vicious circle. In
Third World countries the dilemma is
similar to the general problem of the
tendencies which inhibit delegation.
Under some circumstances the exis
tence of a greater measure of auton
omy than that existing in a government
department could be construed as al-

2~eport of the Expert Group Meeting
on "Coordination of Public Enterprises," in
Sadique (ed.), Public Enterprise In Asia, p.
550.

25Ibid., p. 543. Lack of trust is not con
fined to the Third World. A 1977 report
from a British parliamentary committee cited
it as a major weakness in the relationship
between nationalized industries and govern
ment, Second Special Report from the Select
Committee on Nationalized Industries. Ses
sion 1977-1978. HC 28 of 1977 (London:
HMSO, 1977) p. vi.
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most opening wide the door to the
benefits of office, including the opera
tion of a government organization as
an independent fiefdom. 26 At the
same time, in developing countries
there is a vast gap between authority
and actual control and the costs of
effective control are therefore high. 27

There are all too many examples of
shortcomings in coordination or con
trol. There is a familiar ring about the
complaint of an executive of the Thai
Warehouse Organization that"... gov
ernment units with control over the
enterprises more often than not fail to
coordinate among themselves. For
example, an investment project re
quested by a particular enterprise may
have received approval from the
National Economic and Social Devel
opment Board (NESDB) of which the
Director of the Budget Bureau is a
member, yet, that enterprise may not
be able to obtain the necessary bud
get appropriation from the Budget
Bureau."28 The most obvious exam
ples of lack of control, hardly touched
upon in the literature under review,
concern the creation of subsidiaries,
which have been widely used except

26On Indonesian examples and in addi
tion to Pertamina, see Peter McCawley,
"Some Consequences of the Pertamina Crisis
in Indonesian," Journal of Southeast Asian
Studies, Vol. IX, No.1 (1978), p. 23. Public
enterprises under Third World conditions are
likely to be more corrupt than government
departments because they are quasi-autono
mous and often offer more tempting oppor
tunities.

27Fred W. Riggs, Administration in Devel
oping Countries (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1964), pp. 280-283.

28Veeravat Karchanadul et al., "Thai·
land," in Nguyen-Truong (ed.), The Role of
Public Enterprise, p, 295.

in Thailand.P" Sometimes this has
caused concern, because their objec
tives are not obviously related to those
of the parent body, as in the case of
Southern Philippines Development
Administration and some of the Ma
laysian State Economic Development
Committees. Ironically, in some cases
such subsidiaries are set up to offset
losses on the original operations,
but in fact usually add to them. An
other misgiving concerns the dis
crepancy between the huge size of
a public enterprise complex and the
minute amount of control it may have
over subsidiaries.P'' In Malaysia, PER
NAS, being subject to very little con
trol,31 has no fewer than four tiers of
subsidiaries below it which are subject
to even less.32 Where joint ventures
are with private enterprise, control
must necessarily be diluted, but it need
not vanish into thin air.

The books reviewed here give details
of the methods of control and coordi
nation which vary from country to
country. In all of them, control, inso
far as it exists, is exercised overwhelm
ingly by the government. The part
played by legislatures is minute, being

29Milne, "The Politics of Public Enter
prise. "

300 n the most notorious Southeast Asian
example, see the list of Pertamina's subsidia
ries in 1974 in H.W. Arndt, "Survey of Re
cent Developments," Bulletin of Indonesian
Economic Studies, Vol. X, No.2 (1974),
Table 10.

31R . Thillainathan, "Malaysia," in Ngu
yen-Truong (ed.), The Role of Public Enter
prise, p. 91.

32 Report on Guidelines for Public Enter
prise in the Fourth Malaysia Plan (Kuala
Lumpur: Working Group, E.P.U., February
1980), p. 19.
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limited to the expression of grievances,
complaints about service and similar
specific articulations. Public enter
prises' and auditors' reports are pub
lished late or never. Accountability to
the public is minimal.P" except in the
very general sense that the performance
of the enterprises may be taken into
account in determining votes at elec
tions. An undesirable consequence
may be that the use of quasi-autono
mous form for a public enterprise may
increase the ability of a minister to
intervene without being held to ac
count. He, therefore, may exercise
power without responsibility.34

As far as government control is con
cerned, there are three main mechan
isms: (a) an array of controls on fi
nance, budgets, loans, audit, personnel
appointments and promotions, posi
tion classification and so on, exercised
by a number of central agencies; (b)
control and policy direction, including
possibly coordination, by a minister;
(c) control and coordination on a
nationwide basis by a central "guidance
clusters. ,,30 The controls are less strin
gent if the public enterprise has a

33Milne, "The Politics of Public Enter
prise."

34N.S. Carey-Jones, S.M. Patankar, and
Martin Boodhoo, Politics. Public Enterprise
and the Industrial Development Agency
(London: Croom Helm, 1974), p. 42.

30A term used by Engku M. Anuar, "The
Public Corporation Evaluation Systems: A
Case Study of Malaysia with Special Refer
ence to the Urban Development Authority,"
draft doctoral dissertation submitted to the
GSPIA, University of Pittsburgh, May 1978,
quoted in Report on Guidelines for Public
Enterprise in the Fourth Malaysia Plan
(Kuala Lumpur: Working Group, EPU, Feb
ruary 1980), p. 89. In each country, a body
with controlling/planning economic func
tions is usually prominent in the cluster.

1980

company form rather than a public
corporation (or statutory board) form.
They are also diluted and tend to fade
away when the enterprise is a subsid
iary.

The controls discussed under head
ing (a) are described in some of the six
works reviewed, although the details
are perpetually changing. On paper the
controls are more stringent than in
western eountries.P" although in prac
tice they are probably often evaded. 37
Ministerial control (b) exists in varying
degrees in the five countries. Very little
is said in the six publications concern
ing actual operations. What kind of
policy directions are issued, if any?
Are they, for example, general or spe
cific, formal or informal? There is una
nimity, however, that an important,
perhaps the most important method
of ministerial control is via appoint
ments to the boards of public enter
prises, a question dealt with in a few
paragraphs later on.

None of the countries has adopted
the device of having a Minister of Pub
lic Enterprises to whom all, or nearly
all, public enterprises are responsible,
as opposed to having each public enter
prise responsible to a ministry which
has functions related technically to
those of the public enterprise. The
former arrangement, which puts a
minister (who is not the Prime Minis
ter/President) at, so to speak, the
center of the central "guidance clus
ter," has been severely criticized. It
means that a "subject matter" ministry

36Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public
Enterprises," p. 462.

37Riggs, Administration in Developing
Countries. pp. 15-19.
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ter. 40 Similarly, in Indonesia, PERTA
MINA and Bulog, on many criteria two
of the most important government
enterprises, report directly to the Pres
ident. This is indicative of a familiar
phenomenon, the refusal of the heads
of important (and some unimportant)
government organizations to accept
direction or control except from the
very top.41

There is no evidence about corres
ponding procedures in Singapore.
However, given the "non-political" 42
conduct of public enterprises there,
and the close relations between a rela
tively small number of politicians, civil
servants and managers at the apex, it
is likely that disputes and appeals are
settled in a largely rational and orderly
way.

In the Philippines before Martial
Law it was usual for public enterprise
heads to attempt to evade control by

40Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public
Enterprises," p. 184.

41Sardjono, in Sadique (ed.), Public
Enterprise in Asia, pp. 294-300; Raja Moham
med Affandi bin Raja Halim, "Coordination
of . Public Enterpises: Country Study for
Malaysia," in Sadique (ed.),Public Enterprise
in Asia, p. 402. In Thailand also, heads of
public enterprises do not hesitate to go to
the Cabinet and Prime Minister over the
head of a lower controlling organization
whenever they are able.

42See discussion on influence of pol
itics below.

38Abelardo G. Samonte, "Problems and
Pitfalls in the Coordination of Public Enter
prises," in Sadique (ed.), Public Enterprise in
Asia, pp, 118-119; Organization, Management
and Supervision of Public Enterprises (New
York: United Nations, 1974), pp. 197-198;
1st Report from the Select"Committee on
Nationalized Industries, Vol. I, Report and
Proceedings of the Committe (London: HM
SO, 1968) (371-1), pp. 193·196; Ministerial
Control of the Nationalized Industries
(Cmnd. 4027) (London: HMSO, 1969), pp.
3-7.

39Mavis C. Puthucheary, "Coordination
of Public Enterprises: Country Study for
Malaysia," in Sadique (ed.),Public Enterprise
in Asia, p. 443.

is deprived of a comprehensive view of
its sector of the economy, embracing
both public and private aspects.38 It
also means that the ministry would
have to recruit a formidable array of
technical expertise over a wide variety
of subjects. Nevertheless, both Malay
sia and the Philippines have now an
approximation to this pattern. In Ma
laysia, however, the scope of the Minis
try of Public Enterprise has been limit
ed to eight public enterprises and the Consequently, in order to avoid a
13 State Economic Development cor- succession of appeals from a coordinat
porations. The degree of control is ing ministry to the Cabinet or the
restricted, especially over the latter, Prime Minister/President, the ministry
where in each the Mentri Besar (Chief must be at a sufficiently high level to
Minister) plays a predominant role. It . satisfy would-be appellants that it has
is perhaps too soon to assess the value already access to the Prime Minister/
of this ministry; an early comment President.
raised the problem of acquiring suf
ficient trained staff, and asked whether
the new ministry might not reduce the
autonomy of public enterprises with
out shouldering responsibility for
them.P? Significantly, the two proba
bly most important public enterprises,
PERNAS (the state trading company)
and PETRONAS (the oil organization),
were outside its control and were di
rectly responsible to the Prime Minis-

April •
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appeals to the President~3 Significant
ly, in an appropriately different form,
a corresponding tendency was evident
after Reorganization Plan No.1 was
announced in 1972. Public enterprises
were to be attached to the Corporate
Management Board (CMB), which
never came into existence, to the
National Economic and Development
Authority (NEDA), or to an executive
department. In fact, not only are the
enterprises left homeless because of
the non-creation of the CMB, but also
others successfully sought shelter of
the Office of the President. "The Of
fice of the President appears to exert
less effective coordination and control

. over other corporations attached to it
or under its supervision. It has been
observed that in some areas the Office
of the President does not have the
needed expertise and is unable to pro
vide all the attention needed in coor
dinating these enterprises. The general
perception of public enterprises is that
their being under the Office of the
President has led to faster decisions on
important matters and the concern of
the President and others in the Pres
idential family had made their opera
tions, programs and projects success
ful."44

43Samonte in Sadique (00.), Public Enter
prise in Asia, pp. 113, 115; Robert Stephen
Milne, "The Coordination and Control of
Government Corporations in the Philip
pines," Philippine Journal of Public Admin
istration, Vol. V, No.4 (October 1961), pp.
294,310-311.

44Gabriel U. Iglesias and J.A. Carolino,
"Coordination of Public Enterprises: Country
Study for the Philippines," in Sadique (ed.),
Public Enterprise in Asia, p. 511. The key
phrase here is "on important matters." The
natural tendency for corporations is to seek
to be responsible to the OP, thus obtaining
close access to the center of power. But ir
respective of constitutional forms, the Pres-

1980

Except for the Issara Suwanibol
dissertation, which is devoted to the
theme, the other five references do
not say much about the influence of
politics. 46 Yet to a large extent the
control issue is not an abstract orga
nization-chart problem, but is intimate
ly related to the acquisition and/or
maintenance of political power. Power
struggles may take the form of the
assertion of, or resistance to, attempts
at control or coordination.t" Such
contests may not be for the top power
position, but, for example, in Thailand
have ranged from supporting the inter
ests of an important concentration of
power such as the Air Force in the
Thai International-Air Siam controver
sy,47 to the efforts of a less prestigious
group in the State Lotteries Bureau to
influence the director for its own
benefit. It is only in Singapore where
the ruling politicians are a relatively
united group that such contests do
not achieve publicity. In the pre-Mar
tial Law Philippines there was the

ident takes an interest in particular policy
fields, for example, energy or export proces
sing zones, as does Mrs. Marcos in her own
pet projects.

45But see: Abelardo Subido, "Personnel
Management in the Philippine Setting," in
Noranitipadungkarn, (ed.), The Role of the
Public Enterprise, pp. 228-230; Affandi, p.
492, Puthucheary, p. 430, and Iglesias and
Carolino, pp. 495-496, all in Sadique, (ed.),
Public Enterprise in Asia.

4~ilne, "The Politics of Public Enter
prise." The approach of FrankP. Sherwood,
The Problem of the Public Enterprise (Bloom
ington: CAG Occasional Papers, 1966), re
produced in Fred W. Riggs (ed.), Frontiers
of Development Administration (Durham:
Duke University Press, 1970), pp. 348-372,
is illuminating, but the conclusions are ex
treme.

47Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public
Enterprises," pp. 331.
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closest approximation to a free-for-all.
Now, the emphasis is on the consol
idation of power.

A more difficult question, not in
vestigated in any of these works, is to
ask what is meant by political inter
ference. It would be inappropriate to
apply this term to the assertion of
political or social objectives which con
flict with the purely commercial objec
tives of public enterprises. Many pub
lic enterprises owe their creation to a
governmental perception of the inade
quacy of purely market forces. The
Malaysian New Economic Policy (NEP)
may constitute interference with "the
market," but this does not amount to
interference with government policy:
the NEP is government policy. Nor
would the intervention some years ago
of the then Deputy Prime Minister,
Tun Razak, to overcome red tape and
roadblocks that stood in the way of
implementing policy constitute polit
ical interference.Y The term political
interference, seems appropriate to
describe a situation where the opera
tions of a public enterprise are adverse
ly affected for the benefit of certain
politicians.t" And yet it must be con
ceded that pursuit of policies may be
so intertwined with a power struggle
that it may be hard to draw a line
between policy and personal advan
tage. In addition, the phrase could be
used to refer to ministers/controlling

48Raja Mohammed Affandi, Public Enter
prises in Malaysia: Roles Structure and Prob
lems (Kuala Lumpur: Government Printer,
1979), pp. 46·47.

49/bid ., p. 47. On the other hand, a board
chairman or general manager of a public
enterprise may euade proper control by the
use of connections with high-level politicians,
See Thillainathan in Nguyen-Truong (ed.),
The Role ofPublic Enterprise, pp. 114·115.

departments indulging in a surfeit of
short-term interventions to the exclu
sion of workin~ out and declaring long
term policies. 5

The establishment of a public enter
prise in government corporation form
(or, a fortiori; as a company) is intend
ed to secure greater autonomy than
would be possible with an ordinary
government department. Yet, paradox
ically, the insertion of a board, adding
an extra level between minister and
general manager, could function not
as a buffer but rather as a transmission
belt, to ensure control. Analysis of the
membership of boards51 shows that
in all five countries they contain a large
percentage of civil servants, that all
except Singapore have a high propor
tion of politicians or ex-politicians, 52

and that in Thailand and Indonesia
there is also a substantial military
component. The number of members
outside these categories is small, al
though higher in Singapore than else
where. A major improvement in all
the countries would be to increase the
number of "outsiders" on the boards.

Civil service representation from
departments other than the supervising
minister's may be a useful source of
information and advice for a board.
However, if it is from that minister's

50National Economic Development Of
fice, A Study of UK Nationalized Industries,
A Report to the Government from the Na
tional Economic Development Office (Lon
don: HMSO, 1976), p. 25.

51Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public
Enterprises," pp. 145-148j 189-195 j237·246 j
278-280jand 323-324.

52Ibid., p. 278. Singapore is unique inso
far as a selected number of key board mem
bers are recruited into politics at a high level
by the governing party, the PAP.
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department, it may exercise a watch
dog function which will inhibit initia
tive. 68 Civil service representation in
general is valued partly because, when
decisions arise, loyalty to government
policies can be assumed. Political re
presentation also has a loyalty com
ponent, but it is often more an ac
knowledgement of past loyalty 64 di
vorced from any expectation that an
important contribution will be made
to the business of the board. Political
and military members may not attend
meetings very regularly, or, if they do,
may not be very well-prepared. But
they are rewarded by money payments,
and those of them who are in private
business may reap benefits based on
their influence as members of public
enterprise boards.

Even in the case of officials, as op
posed to politicians, membership may
be looked on as a legitimate but un
obtrusive way of supplementing sala
ries,66 for instance, in the Philippines
for those in the Philippine National Oil
Company (PNOC) group who were
previously making higher income
working for private oil companies.
However, in the Philippines since
Martial Law there has been a shift away
from appointments designed as rewards
and towards those intended to rein
force control."

68S0 it may seem to constitute "double
control" but in fact amount to no control at
all, Karchanadul et al., in Nguyen-Truong
(ed.), p. 275. See also Hanson, op. cit., p,
337.

64Carey-Jones et al., Politics, Public
Enterprise, p. 45.

66Interview with Chairman Armand V.
Fabella on February 1980.

66An inference might be that under Mar
tial Law, the Corporate Management Board

1980

A system of interlocking member
ship by which the same individual sits
on several boards is found' in all the
countries. 67 The advantage usually
claimed, that it greatly facilitates
coordination, does not always follow,
as was seen in the Thai Warehouse
Organization example referred to pre
viously.68 If cross-membership is
viewed as a device for ensuring co
ordination (maintaining control?),
due weight should also be accorded to
the principal disadvantage. An individ
ual who is on half a dozen or more
boards, and performs his duties on each
conscientiously, must be under severe
strain, especially if he also has a full
time civil service job. This has been a
common criticism of the arrangements
in Singapore.P" although they seem to
work efficiently in other respects.
Alternatively, the board duties may be
performed in a perfunctory way, or
hardly at all.

Two general questions suggest them
selves. If the creation of boards does
not in fact lead to much delegation

never came into existence and numerous po
sitions on public corporation boards were left
unfilled because of the following: (a) with the
demise of Congress fewer rewards were neces·
sary and (b) control could be better achieved
via a smaller number of very reliable appoin
tees than via a larger number of rather less
reliable appointees.

67Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public
Enterprises," pp. 314 and 324. The number
of board positions which could be held by
one person was restricted in Thailand in
1975.

58Ibid.

690 w Chin Hock in Nguyen-Truong (ed.),
The Role of Public Enterprise, p. 226; Lee
Sheng Yi, "Public Enterprise and Political
Development," pp.•64-65.
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and decentralization, but in the main,
results merely in the transmission of
the ministerial/departmental will,60
what, then, is the point of having
them? Might it not even be preferable
to have a general manager responsible
directly to the minister, aided by a
purely advisory board?61 (It would
be unrealistic to suggest the complete
abolition of boards; vested interests
are too firmly established.) More spec
ulatively, although the presence on
the board of persons loyal to the
minister helps to ensure that ministe
rial policy is carried out, is there not a
danger that their existence could lead
to their being considered as a substitute
for policy? Will not a minister, secure
in the knowledge that a board would
not attempt to go counter to his wishes,
be correspondingly less motivated to
try to convey policy guidelines with
any approach to concreteness? In
general, devices for cross-representa
tion may constitute a virtual confession
that functions and policies have been
insufficiently spelled out or, indeed,
thought out. 62

Below board level, the main problem
is that there are employees lacking the
required qualifications,63 having been
appointed for patronage or other
reasons, while others are "qualified"
but qualified only for the civil ser-

60As contrasted with companies, where
the more pertinent question may be how to
assert a minimum degree of control.

61A .H. Hanson, Public Enterprise and
Economic Development (London: Routledge
& Kegang Paul Ltd., 1959), pp. 401-405.

62cr. Puthucheary in Sadique (ed.), Public
Enterprise in Asia, p, 426.

63See for example, Nguyen-Truong (ed.),
The Role of Public Enterprise, p, 289 and
Sadique (ed.), Public Enterprise in Asia, p.
440.

vice64 and not for employment in
public enterprises, where different
specifications are called for. Public en
terprises in the Asian and Pacific re
gion generally "present a peculiar Do
mination-Conflict, where the civil ser
vices dominate Public Ente~rises and
impose their culture ...."6 Little is
said about this question in the books
under review, although it is a subject
studied and reported on elsewhere un
der the auspices of EROPA and AP
DAC (and its predecessor ACDA),
where the emphasis has been on devel
oping appropriate training programs.
To be sure, with the passage of time
there is a growing likelihood that top
posts in public enterprises will be held
by persons who have worked in them
for a long period, or even who have the
experience in the private sector, rather
than by transferred civil servants. But
so far none of the ASEAN countries
has created a "managerial wing" of
the civil service where this type of
talent can be developed and used on a
permanent basis. 66 There is also the
problem of pay. Closing the gap be
tween civil service and public enterprise
salaries will reduce movement from
the former to the latter. But to stop
the drift to private enterprise, other
ad hoc measures may be necessary. As
explained by the Chief Minister of

64Sadique (ed.), Public Enterprise in Asia,
pp. 385, 429 and Suwanibol "The Politics of
Public Enterprises," p. 145.

66 Report on the APDAC/EROPA Con
sultative Group Meeting on Educational and
Training of Public Enterprise Administrators
held in Kuala Lumpur from September 6-9,
1978 (mimeo.), p. 7.

66p.K. Basu, "Managerial Civil Services in
Asia: The Key Issues," in P.K. Basu (ed.),
Towards a New Managerial Order in Asia
(Kuala Lumpur: Asian Centre for Develop
ment Administration, June 1977), p. 18.
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Malacca (Malaysia), the general man
ager of the State Economic Develop
ment Corporation (SEDC) could not
be paid a higher salary than the state
Secretary, and yet the "market price"
for his services was more than double
that amount. "But he is doing the job
because Malacca is his home state and
we are giving him some perks like an
SEDC-maintained car and positions in
SEDC subsidiaries.t''"

The most important remaining ques
tion for discussion concerns perform
ance. One aspect, not treated in the
books under notice here, is the rela
tion between autonomy/control and
efficiency - are these positively cor
related, or is it a matter of trading off
some of the one for some of the
other?68 The important aspect which
is discussed (particularly in the Basu
book, although not made explicit in
the title) is the more concrete one of
the determination and measur-ement
of performance.t" The first step is
obviously to specify clearly what are
the objectives of a given public enter
prise. With lamentable regularity, how
ever, the list of objectives is long, the
terminology is vague, and quantifica-

67Mohammed Adib Adam, Chief Minister
of Malacea, quoted in New Sunday Times,
April 20, 1980.

68See Peter McCawley, :'Some Conse
quences of the Pertamina Crisis in Indonesia,"
Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. X,
No.2 (1978), pp. 22-27.

69See also .Il-Ieasures for Improving Per
formance of Public Enterprises in Developing
Countries (UN ST/TAO/M/58, 1973) (New
York: UN, 1973); G.P. Keshara, "Appraisal
of the Management's Performance in Public
Enterprises" (Paper No. 33, Annual Social
Science Conference of the East African Uni
versities, Dar-es-Salaam, December 18-20,
1973).

1980

tion or even indications of priorities
is absent. Under such circumstances,
faced with a multiple choice question
to which there are no acknowledged
definitive answers, those in charge of
public enterprises may in effect select
their own priorities. Two consequences
are likely. They will tend to select
the easiest objectives."? Those they
select may not meet with the concur
rence of the other authorities concern
ed. The Warehouse Organization oJ
Thailand ". . . possesses a defipite
objective. The government, in partie
ular the Commerce Ministry, utilizes
it as a means to regulate or to resolve
the unruly speculative type of trading
activities. However, just about the
only agency that agrees with and sup
ports the said objective of the Ware
house Organization is the Commerce
Ministry to which the Organization is
attached. Other agencies with the in
fluence over its operation have not
attached much importance to the
NESDB which evaluates projects and
the Budget Bureau which approves
budget request.t'"! In the absence of
any clear indication ofpriorities among
objectives, evaluating and monitoring
agencies are forced to devise their own
criteria. The Corporate Audit Office
of the Commission on Audit in the
Philippines cuts the Gordian knot by

7Op..aja Mohammed Affandi, "Coordina
tion of Public Enterprises: Country Study
for Malaysia," in Sadique (00.), Public Enter
prise in Asia, p. 406; Mavis Puthucheary,
"The Control of Public Enterprises with
Special Reference to the State Economic
Development Corporations, in Cheong Kee
Cheok et al., Malaysia: Some Contemporary
Issues in Socio-Economic Development
(Kuala Lumpur: Persatuan Ekonomi, 1979),
p.197.

71 Karchanadul et al.; in Nguyen-Truong
(ed.), The Role of Public Enterprise, p. 306.
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.simply taking the first two or three
objectives stated in the enterprises, list
as the operative ones. 72

Failure of other agencies to agree
with an enterprise's selected objectives
is especially likely if the enterprise has
diversified or expanded its activities, 73

and particularly if it has set up a sub
sidiary with additional objectives, thus
providing possible grounds for conflict
with existing objectives.

Social objectives obviously have to
be included. But public enterprises are
likely to take this requirement as an
excuse for entirell jettisoning the idea
of profitability.7 "If a government,
having been persistently told that its
enterprises must 'behave commer
cially,' discovers - as it is bound to do
-- that there are important senses in
which this advice is unmitigated non
sense, it may easily come to the false
conclusion - towards which certain
pressure groups may be urging it - that
there are no senses in which commer
cial behavior is appropriate. ,,76

Sometimes one can make rough but
probably correct judgment about per
fonnance or efficiency. Some public

72Interview, February 1980.

78Kosit Panpiemras, Guidelines on Invest
ment, Pricing and Performance of Public
Enterprise in Thailand (Kuala Lumpur: AP·
DAC, n.d.) (mimeo.), p, 6.

"Armand V. Fabella, "Public Enterprise
Policy On Investment Prices and Returns
(the Philippines)" in Approaches to the Study
of Public Enterprise in Asia on Investment,
Prices and Returns Criteria, Proceedings of
and Papers Presented at the Asian Think Tank
Meeting held at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in
September 1-3, 1976 (Kuala Lumpur: AC
DA, September 1976), pp, 141-142.

76Hanson, Public Enterprise and Eco
nomic Development, pp. 441-442.

enterprises cannot fail to be seen as
inefficient on almost any score.76 : In
an extreme case, there can be evalua
tion by notoriety, or scandal, as with
PERTAMINA. Even here, however,
care has to be exercised to consider all
the pluses and all the minuses, although
the latter unquestionably predominat
ed. 77 Profits may be a rough guide to
efficiency, especially if the social bene
fits are minimal. This would be espe
cially true of some of the Singapore
commercial ventures with few social
implications, between which valid
comparisons can be made on the basis
of profits.78 However, the profits test
loses validity if the enterprise has a
monopoly; poor quality or standards
of service may then not be reflected in
low profits.I''

76E.g., see Thillainathan in Basu and
Nove (eds.), Public Enterprise Policy, pp.
414, 420, and 425, Suwanibol, "The Politics
of Public Enterprises," p. 218-219.

77Among the former were not only a
psychological boost to the ideaofIndonesian
entrepreneurship but also more concrete
benefits in the shape of modem service sta
tions, roads, etc. However, on the minus side,
in addition to almost incalculable money
losses there was the adverse effect of disrup
tion and a weakening of the political struc
ture (Bruce Glassburner, "In the Wake of
General Ibnu: Crisis in the Indonesian Oil
Industry," Asian Survey, Vol. XVI, No. 12
(1976), pp. 1104-1111.

780 w Chin Hock in Nguyen-Truong (ed.),
The Role of Public Enterprise, pp. 214-223,
247 j Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public
Enterprises," pp. 263-264; Lee Sheng Yi,
"Public Enterprise," pp. 59-62, 66:73.
One of the few losing public enterprises
in Singapore without providing appreciable
social benefits, but which has not been
discontinued is the Sentosa Development
Corporation (Straits Times, March 22,1980).

79Karchanadul et al., Nguyen-Truong
(ed.), The Role of Public Enterprise, pp.
304,308; Alec Nove, Efficiency Criteria for
Nationalized Industries (London: Allen and
Unwin, 1973), p. 20.
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If judgment of performance is to go
beyond this. there has to be an effort
to embody consideration qf social
benefits in the financial targets of
government enterprises. Targets must
be worked out. which are not purely
commercial but which take into ac
count the social functions which enter
prises are required to perform. such as
providing infrastructure. employing or
training certain groups. or,helping con
sumers via subsidies. To ascertain a
social rate of return involves estimat
ing costs and benefits. including quan
tifying social benefits provided by an
enterprise but not covered by its re
ceipts. and then making arrangements
to reimburse it.so .

The problems of definition and
quantification are well-known but
intractable. and fully merit the ongoing
research program now being devoted
to them by APDAC. Only a few will
be indicated briefly. One is to define
what the social objectives are. If it is
desired to provide employment or raise
the living standards of a particular
group. a clear statement of these aims

SOReport on Guidelines for the Fourth
Malaysia Plan, op. cit., pp. 13,14, 53-54;
Prahlad Kumar Basu, "A Model of a Working
Document on Decision Making Choices on
Investment, Prices and Returns Policies for
Public Enterprises. . .," in Basu and Nove
(eds.), Public Enterprise Policy, p. 5; R. Thil
lainathan, "Malaysia," in Nguyen-Truong
(ed.), The Role ofPublic Enterprise, pp. 441
413; Project Title: Preparation of Guidelines
on InlJestment, Pricing and Returns in Public
Enterprise (Kuala Lumpur: APDAC, 1980),
pp. 12 and 16-20~ R.L. Wettenhall, "The
Recoup Concept in Public Enterprise," Pub
lic Administration, Vol. XLIV (Winter 1966),
pp. 391-413; Nationalized Industries: A Re
lJiew of Economic and Financial Objectives
(Cmnd. 3437) (London: HM 50,1967). [In
fact. the British government found itself un
able to implement the principles laid down
,in this review.]

1980

will provide a basis for a quantitative
approach. The New Economic Policy
in Malaysia allows such objectives to
be specifically stated and sought.81 In
all countries. however. there will re
main political objectives which. as re
marked earlier. are commonly known
to exist but which. by their nature.
must often remain implicit. Even some
sound objectives. such as the creation
of employment. are often not made
explicit. A second problem is to allo
cate weights to these objectives. This
is not to say that the objectives are
"intangible. tt82 However. they may
be conflictingSS and even if they can
be used as "criteriatt 84 or "indicat
ors.ttS& it may be difficult to agree on
the relative importance to be attached
to each and what trade-offs between
them might be judged advantageous.

81Employment is also an accepted and
acknowledged element in returns policy in
Indonesia (Astar Siregan, "Indonesia" in Basu
and Nove (eds.), Public Enterprise Policy,
pp. 325-326.

82V. Kanapathy, "Public Enterprise and
the Community" in PEA/ACDA Regional
Management Development Programme, Ad
ministratioe Control and Management
Administration Systems for EffectilJe Man
agement ofPublic Enterprises in Asia, .. Oct
ober 21-November 1, 1974 (mimeo.), Vol. 1,
p.33.

8SJack Diamond, "Performance Indica
tors in Evaluating the Social Impact of Public
Enterprises," Development Forum, Vol. VIII,
No.1 (1978), pp, 46-47.

84Mfandi in Sadique (ed.), Public Enter
prise in Asia, p. 409.

86Diamond, "Performance Indicators......
DelJelopment Forum, in 'his "Goals Achieve
ment Matrix," pp. 55-56, gives a "points
allocation" for a"merit rating system,"based
on the relation between "Goals and Goal
Achievement Criteria" and "Indicators/Per
formance Criteria." But in some cases he does
not allocate a point value; agreement on what
value should be would presumably vary be
tween even knowledgeable individuals.
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On the output side there are also

problems of measurement. One is the
familiar "proxy" dilemma. Lacking a
yardstick for estimating the effects of
training, for example, a proxy measure
ment of hours spent in training may
be substituted. But this, of course, is
an input measurement, masquerading
as an output measurement! Again, we
may be able to measure an output, for
example the production of indigenous
entrepreneurs in Malaysia during a
period. But many of these people will
have received help from more than
one of the numerous bodies designed
to encourage such entrepreneurs. How,
then, can credit for the benefits be
allocated among them?86

So far not very much has been done
about putting these ideas on evaluation
into practice. In the Philippines the
chairman of the Commission on Audit
has indicated the Commission's willing
ness to attempt measurement of the
effectiveness of public enterprises, but
has maintained that the actual setting
of standards should be done by some
other agency, preferably the office of
the President or the National Economic
and Development Authority.87

A good deal of skepticism exists in
the ASEAN countries about the need
to introduce complex evaluation pro
cedures, given the lack of data avail
able and the cost of collecting them.

86Mavis Puthucheary, "The Control of
Public Enterprises with Special Reference to
State Economic Development Corporations,"
in Cheong Kee Cheok et al., Malaysia: Some
Contemporary Issues, p. 197.

87Francisco S. Tantuico, "Pinancial
Management in Public Enterprises" (Manila:
College of Public Administration, University

.of the Philippines, 1979), pp. 5-6, 16.

Indeed, two writers, one from Thailand
the other from the Philippines, believe
that elaborate quantitative cost-benefit
systems for measuring the performance
of public enterprise in their countries
would cost more than they were
worth. 88 In Indonesia, according to a
high National Planning Board (Bap
penas) official, the need to improve
methods of evaluation is recognized,
but not much has been done about it
yet.89 On the other hand, one com
ment on Singapore by an informed

. academic, was that the government
probably thought that any complex
analysis of the working of public enter
prises there was unnecessary, because
they were already working so well.

In pricing policy, as in evaluation
procedures, formulation of concepts
and strategies"? has not often been

88Panpiemra~, Guidelines on Investment,
Pricing and Performance, p, 21; Chita Tan
choco-Subido, Country Paper on "Towards
the Formulation of Guidelines on Invest
ment, Prices and Performance Evaluation of
Public Enterprises" (Kuala Lumpur: APDAC,
1980), p. 19. In the same paper, Kosit Pan
piemras commented that the central organ
izations, such as the Ministry of Finance,
Budget Bureau, and NESDB appear to stress
control rather than evaluation.

89 Interview, June 1980.

90 p.K. Basu, "A Model of a Working
Document on Decision Making Choice on In
vestment, Prices and Returns Policies for
Public Enterprise Derived from their Macro
National Long Term Objectives" and "A
Summing Up of the Seminar: Towards For
mulation of Guidelines" in Basu and Nove
(eds.), Public Enterprise Policy; P.K. Basu,
"Issues and Problems of Public Enterprise
Policy on Prices, Investment and Returns" in
Approaches to the Study of Public Enter
prises in Asia on Investment, Prices and
Return Criteria, op. cit; Project Title: Pre
paration of Guideline~ on Investment. . .,
op. cit., pp, 14-19.· <.
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accompanied by implementation. Lit
tle use is made of the marginal cost
principle or shadow prices, for exam
ple. ~1 Where subsidiaries are con
cerned, absence of information on each
subsidiary's contribution to profits
may conceal cross-subsidization, the
fact that some are making losses, and
are being "carried" financially through
some subsidiaries' obligations to buy
from or sell to others.92

Pricing policy, notably in Thailand,
may be influenced by the requirement
that certain enterprises, often mono
polies, should contribute to revenue
by making a profit. However, a more
prominent feature of the public enter
prise pricing scene is the subsidizing of
consumer goods and services which
make losses, particularly those used
by large numbers of people, such as
water, buses, railroads, housing, and
electricity and other forms of ener
gy.93 If social objectives and social
rates of return are taken into consid
eration, this kind of subsidization,
especially for lower income grouns,
may be justifiable. But actual decisions
to subsidize, or to increase subsidies,
are usually made, not on grounds of
abstract equity but as a consequence
of political pressures.P" recently inten-

91 R. Thillainathan, "Malaysia," in Basu
and Nove (eds.), Public Enterprise Policy, pp.
396-411. See also Karchanadul in Chakrit
Noranitipadungkarn (ed.), The Role of Pub
lic Enterprise (on electricity pricing).

92Report on Guidelines for Public Enter
prise in the Fourth Malaysian Plan. op. cit.,
pp. 27, 60.

93Milne, "The Politics of Public Enter
prise. "

94Which contributed to the fall of the
Kriangsak government in Thailand and to
the problems of its successor (Far Eastern
Economic Review, July 4-10, pp. 82-83).

1980

sified by the spectacular rises in the
price of oil. Such pressures are perhaps
insufficiently indicated in the books
noticed here, with the exception of
Issara Suwanibol's.

The above observations on the
books reviewed do not lead to any
grand synoptic conclusions. Neverthe
less, certain features and trends stand
out: the increasing importance of the
company form of organization and of
links with foreign enterprises; the dif
ficulties of coordination except at the
very top; the prevalence of political
representation (and often interference)
on boards with the exception of Singa
pore; the multiplicity and vagueness
of objectives and the relative absence
of clear directives on policy; the lag
between theoretical advances in the
measurement of performanceand their
adoption in practice.

Comparatively. the characteristics
of public enterprise in the ASEAN
region do not seem all that different
from those which obtain in other parts
of the Third World.9 5 Remedies for
their defects and problems seem
doomed to achieve limited results in
the absence of changes in the economic

9~.g., A.H. Rweyemamu and Goran
Hyden, A Decade of Public Administration
in Africa (Nairobi, Kampala, Dar-es-Salaam:
East African Literature Bureau, 1975), Part
IV, "Public Enterprises," The Role and Man
agement of Public Enterprises (London:
Commonwealth Secretariat, 1977); Issues in
Public Enterprise Development (London:
Commonwealth Secretariat, 1981), Manage
ment Training Enterprises in Common
wealth Countries (London: Commonwealth
Secretariat, 1979), Research Workshop on
the Development of a Model Training Pro
gramme for Improving the Performance of
African Public Enterprises (Tangier: CAF·
RAD, 1979) (CF. 4-79-1 DOC. 40).
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and political environment.96 , On an-

96Suwanibol, "The Politics of Public
Enterprise,"p. 472. For a model of alterna
tive political, economic and social environ
ments, see G.C. Glentworth, "Environmental
and Institutional Components and Training
Priorities" in Management Training for Public
Enterprise in Commonwealth Countries, pp.
135-141.

other perspective, public enterprises
anywhere, by their very nature, have
to perform two continual balancing
feats: treading the fine line between
excessive "autonomy" and excessive
control; striving to perform well in the
face of competing criteria, some
emanating from the signals of the
market while others imposed by the
pressure of social objectives.
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